800+ community members participated in the public scoping process. Six meetings were held throughout the corridor in June 2016. Comments were provided through various forms.

**Comment Form and Online Survey Results**

**Question 1**
The top two most important transportation problems experienced today or anticipated in the future that I-11 could address include:
1. Relieving regional congestion; improving travel time and reliability
2. Improving freight travel and reliability, reducing bottlenecks on existing highways

**Question 2**
When asked to consider what I-11 should be or accommodate, the highest ranking response was:
Enhancing or expanding existing highways and freeways

**Question 3**
Top three human environmental factors to consider:
1. Land use
2. Neighborhoods, diverse communities, and residences
3. Public parks and recreation

**Question 4**
Top three natural environmental factors to consider:
1. Water resources
2. Biological resources
3. Air quality